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ABSTRACT
The paper introduces an open domain entity search system
called ESearch, which aims at finding a list of relevant en-
tities to an open domain entity search query (a natural lan-
guage question). The system is built on top of a Wikipedia
text corpus, as well as the structured DBPedia knowledge
base. Entities are initially ranked by a model which effec-
tively associates context matching (based on the contexts
of entities in the unstructured text corpus) and category
matching (based on the types of entities in the structured
knowledge base). They are ranked further by a re-ranking
component supported by blind feedback or user feedback on
entities. We show that category matching is critical for the
search performance and the re-ranking component can boost
the performance largely. Category matching therefore needs
some query entity types (especially specific entity types) as
input. However, it is often hard for systems to detect specific
entity types because users may not be familiar with how the
types of desired entities are defined in the structured knowl-
edge base. In ESearch, we design an effective ranking model
of entity types to facilitate blind feedback and user feed-
back on desired entity types for category matching, so that
users can effectively perform entity search without the need
of explicitly providing any query entity types as inputs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Entity search is to retrieve a ranked list of named entities

of target types to a given query [3]. This is a large differ-
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ence from existing general search engines whose target is to
retrieve a list of relevant documents. For instance, for an en-
tity search query works by Charles Rennie Mackintosh, the
desired results may include Glasgow School of Art, Queen’s
Cross Church, Willow Tearooms, etc., which are all buildings
and structures designed by Charles Rennie Mackintosh. En-
tity search has a wide range of applications such as question
answering systems and knowledge services [11].

There have been a stream of solutions of entity search.
Some early solutions mainly take a voting strategy [5, 9].
Those models [5, 9] rank entities simply based on their con-
texts in the relevant documents retrieved from a text corpus,
where the document relevance can be treated as a global vote
and the document-candidate association can be treated as a
local weight. These context matching solutions simply use
unstructured text corpus. They are inadequate for entity
search because of the ignorance of entity types, which can
be easily exploited from many structured knowledge bases
such as DBpedia [2]. Recently, the importance of category
matching (matches of entity types to the query) has been
verified by some solutions of entity search [1, 6].

In the work [3], we proposed a solution which applies and
extends the existing context matching model and improves
the search performance by combining context matching and
category matching more effectively using language models.
In this paper, we further propose a type ranking method
to recommend some specific and relevant entity types as
input of category matching, so that users do not have to
input query entity types. This demo is built on top of an
unstructured text corpus and a structured knowledge base
to demonstrate 1) the importance of category matching on
entity search; 2) the effectiveness of the type ranking; 3) the
importance of re-ranking component to improve the entity
search performance.

The first advantage of ESearch is that, as far as we know,
it achieves the state-of-the-art performance on entity search.
In general, the basic context matching is applied firstly to
retrieve relevant documents from the text corpus, based on
the long-range context matching model introduced in [3].
ESearch will exploit query entity types to boost the search
performance, based on the category matching in [3]. The
ranking model of ESearch effectively incorporates the search
results from a text corpus (for context matching) and those
from a structured knowledge base (for category matching).
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Figure 1: System architecture

It further re-ranks the fused results based on a blind feed-
back mechanism. Furthermore, if users provide feedback on
some resulting entities, ESearch further benefits from a re-
sult re-ranking mechanism.

Another advantage of ESearch is that it introduces an ef-
fective ranking model of entity types, which provides more
specific and relevant entity types for blind or user feedback
for category matching. According to the ranking model pro-
posed in [3], in general, the more specific types that can
be given by users, the higher the precision that is likely to
be achieved. However, it is often hard for users to provide
specific and effective entity types because they may not be
familiar with how entity types are defined in the structured
knowledge base. To address it, we propose an effective rank-
ing method to recommend entity types.

2. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
As depicted in Figure 1, the ESearch system consists of

4 major components: context matching, category matching,
entity ranking and type ranking. Upon receiving a query,
the context matching component firstly retrieves top rele-
vant entities from the unstructured text corpus. The cate-
gory matching component generates the relevance of entities
based on their category matches to the query entity types
(provided either by blind feedback or user feedback). The
entity ranking component effectively associates the entity
relevance from context matching and category matching by
applying techniques proposed in [3]. A re-ranking technique
[3] is also supported by entity ranking, so that blind or user
entity feedback can also help to boost the search perfor-
mance. The type ranking component is to provide a list of
relevant entity types/categories for user feedback or blind
feedback (applied only when the user does not provide any
feedback on entity types), based on the query and the rele-
vant entities generated from the entity ranking component.

2.1 Context Matching
This component is built on top of a large corpus of un-

structured texts from a Wikipedia dump. Firstly, we use
an open source toolkit called Wikipedia-Miner [8] to recog-

nise and extract entity mentions from all the Wiki pages.
As a result, all extracted mentions from a document are
recorded and indexed. Then, inverted indexes are created
for the Wiki corpus to support the efficient online retrieval of
relevant documents. A standard language model is applied
to rank and retrieve top relevant Wiki documents. Entities
embedded in the retrieved documents are then retrieved and
ranked based on the voting score from the documents and
their local weight in documents.

2.2 Category Matching
The category matching component evaluates the relevance

of entities based on the matches of entity types to the query
entity types, which are provided by either user feedback or
blind feedback (where top-k relevant entity types computed
from type ranking are used as inputs). By using the DBpe-
dia knowledge base, the types of an entity can be extracted
from the type predicate and the subject predicate of the en-
tity. According to our previous study [3], category matching
is achieved by extracting the head word (specifying a gen-
eral category) and some qualifiers (modifying the general
category so that the entity type can be more specific) from
the entity type and the query type. The entity type can be
matched by the query type only they have the same head
word and one type contains all the qualifiers of the other. Fi-
nally, entities whose type matches to a specified query type
are likely to obtain a high relevant score. The relevant enti-
ties are then fed to the entity ranking component for further
ranking using a more comprehensive model.

2.3 Entity Ranking
According to the entity model proposed in [3], the en-

tity ranking component associates the relevance of entities
generated from context matching and category matching by
simply multiplying them. In addition, as proposed in the
entity model [3], a re-ranking strategy is quite important
for boosting the performance of entity search. The basic
idea of entity re-ranking is to achieve the coherence of entity
types among the top results by using top resulting entities as
blind feedback to re-rank the search results. Consequently,
the relevance of entities having more common types to the
feedback entities will be boosted. ESearch applies a small
number (20 by default) of top resulting entities for blind
feedback. Moreover, ESearch also allows users to provide
explicit feedback on whether some search results are rele-
vant entities or not. Those positive feedback entities will be
assigned with larger weights in the re-ranking model. On
the other hand, those negative feedbacks will be removed
from the list of blind feedbacks.

2.4 Type Ranking
A key novelty of this work is on type ranking, which takes

the query (keywords) and the resulting entities as input and
generates a ranked list of relevant entity types so that some
relevant entity types can be used by blind feedback or user
feedback. This is supported by a ranking model of entity
types. Given the query q (contains multiple keywords), the
relevance of the entity type t is evaluated as the product of
two parts:

r(t, q) = r1(E(t), E(q))× r2(H(t), H(q))

where E(t) is a set of entities which belong to the type t and
E(q) is a set of entities generated from the entity ranking
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component. H(·) is a function which detects headword from
a short text, based on the method of [10]. r1(E(t), E(q)) is
to evaluate the relevance from an entity point of view, while
r2(H(t), H(q)) is to evaluate the relevance from a headword
point of view, which is based on the hypernym-hyponym
relationship between the type headword H(t) and the query
headword H(q). The component r1(E(t), E(q)) is further
evaluated as:

r1(E(t), E(q)) =
|E(t)

⋂
E(q)|

|E(t)|

For each pair of Wikipedia categories that have hypernym-
hyponym relationship, we extract their headwords and build
a pair of headwords that also have the hypernym-hyponym
relationship. We use < h1, h2 > to indicate that the head-
word h1 is the hypernym of the headword h2. Statistically,
we can compute the relevance between the headwords as
follows:

r2(H(t), H(q)) =
n(< H(q), H(t) >)∑

t
′∈T n(< H(t′), H(t) >)

where n(< H(q), H(t) >) is frequency of the pair <H(q), H(t)>
in the Wikipedia category system. Note that < h, h > al-
ways holds, and T stands for the set of all Wikipedia entity
categories.

2.5 Experimental Evaluation
The target of our experiments is threefold: 1) to test the

effectiveness of the type ranking component for recommend-
ing the specific entity types; 2) to testify the importance of
category matching to the performance of entity search; 3)
to verify that reranking component can largely improve the
performance. The experiment is based on the INEX 2009
entity ranking task (shorted as INEX-ER) [4] that contains
55 entity search queries. The experimental results are shown
in Table 1 where C only applies context matching for entity
search and other solutions apply both context matching and
category matching. Bk adopts the blind feedback strategy,
taking top-k relevant types from type ranking component
as the inputs of category matching. Hn adopts user feed-
back strategy, where three users are involved to pick desired
types from top-n results of type ranking component as the
inputs of category matching. R denotes that the re-ranking
strategy (based on a blind feedback of entities) is applied in
entity ranking.

Comparing the results between C and Bk, we see that
using blind feedback of entity types can largely improve
the performance, even though the users do not provide any
query entity types. Reasonably, the best performance of
blind feedback is achieved by taking the top-1 type as blind
feedback. Such a performance has been better than the re-
ported results of the other work [6] where explicit query
entity types are used as inputs. For results of Hn, we say
that the user feedback can further improve the search per-
formance by using more effective entity types as the input of
category matching. In general, it shows that the type ranking
model recommends entity types very effectively. By further
comparing the results of B1R with B1, and H10R with H10,
we see the effectiveness of the re-ranking component.

In comparison, we implement two other solutions of entity
type ranking. According to the results, the perforamnce of
the DGQ model in [7] (Base1) is far from the best perfor-
mance achieved by our type ranking model because DGQ ig-

Table 1: The effectiveness of type ranking

Solution MRR p@5 p@10 p@20 R-pre xinfAP
C .185 .080 .098 .118 .120 .085
B1 .662 .473 .449 .377 .348 .329
B3 .592 .455 .424 .376 .358 .315
B5 .577 .418 .405 .361 .341 .305
B10 .499 .327 .318 .289 .280 .244
B1R .676 .495 .460 .391 .374 .356
H3 .633 .491 .467 .387 .375 .342
H5 .708 .520 .485 .405 .381 .358
H10 .704 .531 .491 .408 .389 .362
H10R .712 .549 .504 .416 .403 .392
Base1 [7] .224 .120 .144 .146 .147 .138
Base2 [10] .430 .265 .271 .244 .226 .197

nores the hypernym-hyponym relationship between the type
and the query headwords. According to the method [10], we
detect the headword from a query as the query entity type
and annotate it as Base2. The search performance is also far
from that of our entity ranking model because 1) the query
headword may be not an effective entity type since many
relevant entities do not belong to it; 2) the query headword
is so general that it cannot effectively constrain the types of
relevant entities.

3. DEMONSTRATION
This demonstration generates a list of relevant entities to

a given user query. It offers users some friendly interfaces
to explore the abstract and the categories of entities. Fig-
ure 2 shows the interface of ESearch, which consists of three
parts: the query panel (on the top), the category panel (on
the right), and the entity panel (on the left). Users initiate a
search session by inputting some keywords (or a natural lan-
guage question) in the input box of the query panel. After
that, the category panel will present a list of recommended
categories, and the entity panel will show a list of relevant
entities (with blind feedback). To facilitate the understand-
ing of search results, on the category panel, we show some
representative entities for each recommended category. On
the entity panel, we show some typical types and a brief
introduction of each resulting entity.

Users then can provide feedbacks on the resulting cate-
gories or entities. An entity type feedback can be achieved
by clicking a plus icon on the category panel or on the entity
panel. The selected entity types will be automatically listed
on the query panel, and they can also be removed by click-
ing the minus icon. Users can also provide feedbacks on the
resulting entities by clicking the corresponding icons (either
for positive feedbacks or for negative feedbacks). Besides,
the blind feedback on entities or types will be adopted, if
users click on the blind feedback icons of entity panel or
category panel.

During the demonstration, we allow the audience to input
any query for finding a list of relevant entities. However, the
audience will be suggested to issue queries whose answers are
likely to be included in the Wikipedia corpus. Considering
that the original search results (without user feedback for
types and entities) may not be good enough, we will then
suggest the audience to provide some feedback on the entity
types or on the resulting entities.

To verify the effectiveness of ESearch, we will provide all
the test cases used in the experiments of Table 1. For exam-
ple, the audience may use a question works by Charles Ren-
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Figure 2: Search interface of ESearch

nie Mackintosh to retrieve buildings or structures designed
by Charles Rennie Mackintosh. The system automatically
identifies the requirements, and recommends the audience
some relevant categories such as charles rennie mackintosh
buildings and buildings and structures in glasgow. The au-
dience can then select some recommended entity types for
type feedback. If the audience does not satisfy with the
results, he can select some desired entities as positive feed-
backs or some others as negative feedbacks to re-rank the
results. We also implement the baseline solutions studied in
the experiments to allow users to compare the performance
of these solutions.

4. CONCLUSION
Category matching is important for the performance of

entity search. An effective solution of entity search can be
created by associating context matching (based on an un-
structured text corpus) and category matching (based on a
structured knowledge base). However, finding effective en-
tity types as the inputs of category matching is a challenging
task. ESearch effectively addresses this challenge by using
a ranking model for entity types with the query and the re-
sulting entities as inputs of type ranking. It shows that both
blind feedback and a simple user feedback of entities or their
types can largely improve the search performance.
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